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PREFACE 

PREFACE 
This thesis is presented as a partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Licentiate. 
The research was carried out at the Division of Water Resources Engineering,  Luleå  University 
of Technology. In 1994 a project was initiated as a collaboration between the divisions of Water 
Resources Engineering and Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering. The project con-
cerned dam safety, and the objective was to provide a better understanding of water flow in em-
bankment dams and how freezing and thawing affect soil properties. 

Part of the funding was provided by  Vattenfall. Vattenfall,  through Mr. Urban  Norstedt,  has 
supported the work and organized a reference group consisting of Prof.  Klas  Cederwall, Mr. Jan 
Eurenius, Dr. Lars Hessler, Mr. Nils  Johansson,  Dr. Sam  Johansson  and Mr. John-Edvin  Sand-
ell. 

The thesis consists of the following three papers and two appendices: 

Papers 

Billstein M., Svensson U. and  Johansson  N.,  1997. Development of a numerical 
model of flow through embankment dams. Comparisons with experimental data 
and analytical solutions. Transport in porous media, (Submitted 1997). 

II 	Billstein M., 1998. Experimental study of flow through a bed of packed glass beads.  
Proc.  ICOLD 4th International symposium on new trends and guidelines on dam 
safety. Barcelona, Spain. 

Ill 	Billstein M., Svensson U. and  Johansson  N.,  1998. Development of a numerical model 
of flow through embankment dams with fractures. Comparisons with experimental 
data. Canadian geotechnical journal, (To be submitted 1998). 

Appendices 

A 	The  MATLAB  code used to calculate the free surface profile.  

B 	An example of the set up of the PHOENICS code for simulation of the flow through 
an embankment dam. 

Mr. Rolf  Engström  and Mr. Anders Westerberg built the equipment used in the experiment with 
packed glass beads. 

Prof. Urban Svensson has supervised me in the development of the numerical model, the exper-
imental design and in the writing of this thesis.  

Luleå,  April 1998 
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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 
The objective of the work is to develop a well verified numerical model for the simulation of 
flow through embankment dams. To numerically simulate the flow in an embankment dam in 
an accurate way, the model has to be able to handle both laminar and turbulent flow conditions 
as well as homogeneous and inhomogeneous hydraulic conductivity conditions. An inhomoge-
neity may be a fracture or an impervious layer. 

The verification of the model, that is the demonstration that the model can simulate the hydrau-
lics of a dam in a satisfactory way, was conducted in five steps. The first step was to compare 
results from the numerical model with results from an analytical solution. If the dam has a rec-
tangular cross-section and a constant hydraulic conductivity, the flow is steady, laminar and es-
sentially two-dimensional, an analytical solution gives the surface profile and seepage level. 
The second step was to compare numerical results with results from an experiment based on the 
analogy between a creeping flow and flow through a porous media, a  Hele-Shaw model. Glyc-
erine was used as fluid to enable a spacing between the plates in the range 1 -20 mm. The third 
step involved a porous matrix and water as fluid. Glass beads of uniform diameter were random-
ly packed between two parallel plates. Two quite different bead diameters, 0.002 m and 0.025 
m, were used so as to vary the Reynolds number significantly. The next step was to incorporate 
a fracture in the  Hele-Shaw model. The fracture extended from the upstream boundary. Two dif-
ferent fracture lengths and fracture locations were examined. In the final step, a fracture was 
incorporated in the experiment with the bed of packed glass beads. Two different fracture loca-
tions were examined. In all experiments the surface levels upstream and downstream were held 
constant and the steady flow in the domain in between was studied. Once the discharge had be-
come steady, the discharge, pressure distribution, free surface profile and seepage level were 
measured. To obtain additional information about the flow in the vicinity of the fracture a tracer 
was introduced at the upstream boundary. 

The numerical simulation model is based on a direct solution of the conservation equations. For 
an incompressible fluid, these are conservation of mass and momentum. The momentum equa-
tion states a balance between the pressure force and the frictional force. The frictional force in 
the  Hele-Shaw model was determined from the laminar velocity profile in a slot with smooth 
walls. The frictional force in the porous medium was determined by using the Forchheimer 
equation with constants determined according to Ergun. The empirical constants A=200 and 
B=1.8 in Erguns equation were used for all simulations. The porosity in the Ergun equation was 
chosen as 0.34 for the small beads and 0.41 for the large beads, the difference being due to a 
wall effect. A hydrostatic pressure distribution was specified at the upstream and downstream 
boundaries whereas the pressure is atmospheric above the free surface. The fracture in the  Hele-
Shaw cell was simulated by specifying the upstream pressure condition at the fracture level over 
the fracture length. To numerically simulate a fracture in the experiment with a bed of packed 
glass beads, a zone of low flow resistance was specified. 

Analytical and numerical solutions give nearly identical results. A quite good agreement be-
tween numerical results and experimental results from the homogeneous  Hele-Shaw model is 
achieved while excellent agreement is obtained for the porous media experiment. The fracture 
has a significant influence on the discharge, pressure distribution, surface profile and seepage 
level. It is demonstrated that the agreement between experimental and numerical results is gen-
erally satisfactory. 

The conclusion is that the numerical model developed is able to simulate flow through an em-
bankment dam, given the boundary conditions and material properties. 
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Development of a numerical model of flow through embankment dams 

- Comparisons with experimental data and analytical solutions 

Mats Billstein 
Division of Water Resources Engineering,  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden 

Urban Svensson 
Computer-aided Fluid Engineering AB,  Norrköping,  Sweden 

Nils  Johansson 
Vattenfall Utveckling  AB,  Älvkarleby,  Sweden 

Abstract 

The development of a numerical simulation model of the flow through embankment dams is de-
scribed. The paper focuses on basic verification studies, i.e. comparisons with analytical solu-
tions and data from laboratory experiments. Two experimental studies, one dealing with the 
flow in a  Hele-Shaw cell and the other with the flow through a bed of packed glass beads, are 
also described. Comparisons are carried out with respect to the phreatic surfaces, pressure pro-
files, seepage levels and discharges. It is concluded that the agreement between experimental, 
analytical and numerical results is generally satisfactory. 

Key words: numerical model, embankment dam, experimental data. 
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1. Introduction 
The embankment dam shown in Figure 1 is a common type of structure used by the hydropower 
industry to retain water. A core of moraine provides the sealing, and the filter material upstream 
and downstream protect the dam against erosion. A transition layer made of slightly coarser ma-
terials is placed outside the filters, and finally a rock fill is provided for protection and stability. 
For safety reasons, the dams need to be inspected regularly. Dams are inspected in different 
ways, e.g. pore pressure measurements, discharge measurements, temperature/resistivity meas-
urements, radar measurements  (Johansson,  1997) and self-potential measurements  (Triumf  and 
Thunehed, 1996). 

As in most other engineering branches, numerical simulation models can be useful comple-
ments to existing techniques. With them, pressure distributions, water surface profiles, seepage 
levels, velocity distributions and discharges can be studied for different flow conditions - both 
stationary and transient. However, before an extensive use of numerical models, a demonstra-
tion that the models can simulate the hydraulics of the dams in a satisfactory way is required. 

The objective of the work described in this paper was to develop a well verified numerical mod-
el of embankment dams. A first step in this work is to compare results from the model with an-
alytical solutions and data from laboratory experiments; this paper presents that first step. 

Some numerical simulations of the flow and pressure distributions in earth dams have already 
been carried out (Mitchell and Hunt, 1985, and Goodwill and Kalliontzis, 1988) but suitable 
laboratory experiments are needed. Therefore the project includes an experimental part, prima-
rily to provide data for verification of the numerical model. 

The outline of the paper is as follows; in the next section the experimental studies are described 
and thereafter an analytical solution is outlined. The numerical model and a review of friction 
formulae are the subjects of the following section. All results, from experiments, analytical and 
numerical solutions, are given in a result section. Finally some conclusion are formulated. 

Transition layer 

Figure 1. Schematic figure showing a vertical section through an embankment dam. 

2. Experimental studies 
Two types of experiments were conducted, Figure 2. In both experiments the water levels up-
stream and downstream were held constant and the steady flow in the domain in between was 
studied. One experiment used a  Hele-Shaw cell, i.e. the creeping flow between two parallel 
plates was studied; in the other experiment a bed of packed glass beads provided the flow 
resistance. 
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Figure 2. Experimental set up; section (a) for the  Hele-Shaw experiment, and section  (b)  for bed of packed 

glass spheres. 

The  Hele-Shaw method is based on the analogy between a creeping flow and flow through a 
porous media. This analogy is valid if inertia terms are negligible (Batchelor, 1967). The advan-
tage of the method is that one does not need to create a porous matrix. The establishment of 
creeping flow requires the use of very small distances between the parallel plates, Figure 2a, 
and hence introduce an uncertainty in the experimental conditions. However, if glycerine is 
used as fluid (glycerine has a viscosity about 1000 times higher than that for water) the spacing 
between the plates can be in the range 1-20 mm, and hence such a spacing is easy to manufacture 
and control. The objective of these experiments is to obtain the free surface profile and seepage 
level at the point of outflow (110  in Figure 2). 

The second experiment did involve a porous matrix. Glass beads of uniform diameter were ran-
domly packed between two parallel plates, Figure 2b. A thin net, with negligible flow resist-
ance, at the upstream and downstream boundaries kept the beads in place. Two quite different 
bead diameters, 0.002 m and 0.025 m, were used so as to vary the Reynolds number significant-
ly. Once the discharge had become steady, the discharge, pressure distribution, free surface pro-
file and seepage level were measured. 

The experimental conditions are summarised in Table 1. The temperature was recorded in each 
experimental run because the viscosity is a function of the temperature. In the  Hele-Shaw ex-
periment, the surface profile and the seepage level were determined from photographs. In the 
experiment with a porous matrix, the discharge was measured with a triangular weir and the 
pressures by a piezometer. The points where the pressure was measured were located 0.04 m 
above the bottom of the flume. The free water surface was measured from direct observations, 
taking the capillary rise into account. Also the seepage level was measured from direct obser-
vations. 
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Table 1. Experimental conditions. 

Experiment 
L 

(111)  
W 
(n) 

Bead diameter 
(n) 

Hele-Shaw 0.30 0.002 - 

0.004 - 

0.008 - 

0.016 - 

Porous medium 0.205 0.132 0.002 

0.505 0.132 0.002 

0.50 0.301 0.025 

3. Analytical solutions 
An analytical prediction of this type of flow can be made if the following conditions are ful-
filled: 

- The flow is steady and laminar 

- The dam has rectangular cross-section and a constant hydraulic conductivity 

- The flow is essentially two-dimensional 

For these conditions Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) obtained a solution that gives the discharge, 
surface profile and seepage level as functions of  H, h,  L and  K,  in which  K  is the hydraulic con-
ductivity. 

For calculation of the discharge through a darn, Bear (1972) has shown that the Dupuit-Forch-
heimer formula is valid:  

q  = K2L) 
	

(1) 

in which  q  is the discharge per unit width. To find the equations describing the free surface pro-
file and the seepage level, one uses methods based on hodograph transformations and obtains 
the following set of equations, Crank (1984): 

it  
"i  

H  = CS  (" + (1  — 13)(sillY)2))   d'i' 
od(13 — a + (1 — (3)(sinT)2) 

(2) 
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TC 

2  
h  = C4W 	(K(a(sinI)2))sinis  rill' 	 (3) 

04(1 — a(sintF)2)(3 — a(sinT)2)  

lt  

L 
 = CI (K(a + (ß—a)(sintY)2))   di, 

2 

0  j(  1  —  a  —  (ß  — a)(sintF)2) 
	 (4) 

in which  C,  a and ß are parameters and  K()  is a complete elliptic integral. The quantities  C,  
a and 13  are determined, for different ratios L/H and h/H, from the system of equations (2) - (4). 
The quantities a and 13 must satisfy the condition; 0 5 a 5 13 5 1. Once  C,  a and 13 have been 
determined, equations (5) - (7) can be used to determine the seepage level and free surface pro-
file. 

IC 

5 
(K((cosT)2))sing'costif 

ho  = Cf  1 	 dxF 
0AR 1 — ( 1 — a)(sinT)2)( 1 —(1 — ß)( sintP)2) 

91  

x  = L CS 	
(K((  sing')2

)) sinIF  

0 j(1 — a(sint1)2)( 1 — 13(siniF)2) 

I,  

y=h+ho+Cf 	
(K(( cos T)2)) sinis 	di, 

0  j(  1 — a( sinT)2)( 1 — 13(sinT)2) 

in which 0 5 Iv 5 n/2. 

Equations (5) to (7) have to be solved numerically. The method used in the present work is 
based on Newton-Cotes formula and Simpson's rule for numerical integration. The code  MAT-
LAB®*  was employed in the calculations. 

4. Numerical simulation model 
The numerical simulation model is based on a direct solution of the conservation equations. For 
an incompressible fluid, these are as follows: 

Conservation of mass: 

V • (pu) = 0 	 (8) 

*  MATLAB®  is a registered trademark for The MathWorks, Inc. 
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Conservation of momentum: 

—Vp+pg+F= 0 	 (9) 

in which u is the Darcy velocity vector,  p  density,  p  pressure,  g  gravitational vector and F fric-
tional forces. 

The Darcy equation involves a resistance term that is linear which is valid for small Reynolds 
numbers.  Fand  et al. (1987) have identified four regimes for flow through a porous medium: 

Pre-Darcy 	 Re < 10-5  

Darcy 	 10-5  < Re < 2.3 

Forchheimer 	 5 <Re < 80 

Turbulent 	 Re> 120 

in which the Reynolds number is based on the Darcy velocity, the diameter of the sphere and 
the kinematic viscosity. Kececioglu and Jiang (1994) identified the same regimes, although they 
suggested somewhat different values of the Reynolds numbers for the transitions. 

The flow regimes in the porous media experiment described herein would then be categorized 
as "Forchheimer" and "Turbulent". For these regimes, inertia forces and turbulence are signifi-
cant, and a non-linear resistance formula is required. The general practise is to use the Forchhe-
imer equation (Forchheimer (1901)) with the constants presented by Ergun (1952): 

F = 
A(1 —n)

2 
 p, 

u 
B(1 —n)  —p

u
2 

n3 	d2 
n3 d 

(10) 

in which A and  B  are empirical constants,  n  porosity, .t dynamic viscosity and  d  sphere diam-
eter. For the empirical constants, Ergun suggested A=150 and B=1.75. More recently, investi-
gators have proposed somewhat higher values; Macdonald et al. (1979) recommend A=180 and 
B=1.8 and DuPlessis (1994) 207 and 1.88.  Fand  et al. (1987) give A=182 and B=1.92 for the 
Forchheimer regime and 225 and 1.61 for turbulent flows. In this work the values A=200 and 
B=1.8 were used for all simulations. 

To use equation (10), one must know the value of the porosity. Spheres can be packed with var-
ious arrangements. The loosest one is the cubic packing, porosity 0.4764, and the most dense is 
the rhombohedral packing, porosity 0.2595 (Graton, 1935). The porosity for randomly packed 
spheres is usually in the range 0.31 - 0.43 (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1969). Crawford and Plumb 
(1986) found the porosity to be 0.356 for smooth particles and Kececioglu and Jiang assumed 
a value of 0.40 as an average porosity in their experiments.  Fand  et al. found the porosity to be 
in the interval 0.357 - 0.360. The glass beads used in the present experiment have diameters 
0.002 and 0.025 metres with a standard deviation of about 1% of the diameter. Although this 
variation is small, it may lead to porosities that are somewhat smaller than those for uniform 
spheres. From these considerations a porosity of 0.34 for the smaller glass beads was chosen. 
For the larger ones, the wall effect has an effect because the ratio dIW (where W is defined in 
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Figure 2) is large, about 0.1. Hansen (1992) and Dudgeon (1967) have summarised estimates of 
the wall effect. From that summary, the average porosity is found to be some 5- 10% larger than 
if the wall effect is negligible. These indications lead to an estimate of 0.41 for the porosity of 
the larger beads. Determined from measurements, the porosity for the two bead diameters were 
in the range 34 ± 2% and 41 ± 2%, values that correspond well with the estimates in the litera-
ture. 

The system of equations was solved by the general equation solver PHOENICS, (Spalding, 
1981). PHOENICS is based on a finite-volume formulation of the basic equations and serves 
for a wide range of coordinate systems (cartesian, body-fitted, cylindrical, etc.) and numerical 
techniques (higher order schemes, solvers, etc.). Several free surface techniques are also avail-
able in the PHOENICS system. The present application is based on a method called the Height-
Of-Liquid  (HOL)  method, (Spalding and Jun, 1991). The basic idea in the  HOL-method is to 
determine the position of the free surface from an application of the mass conservation principle 
to a depth-integrated control volume. In the numerical simulations, the grid-spacing was 
0.01 min both directions. This spacing was found to be adequate for grid-independent solutions. 

5. Results 
Results for the two basic situations used, the  Hele-Shaw cell and the porous medium, can be 
compared if the analytical and numerical solutions are obtained for the same situations. This is 
the way results will be presented. 

Seepage levels for the  Hele-Shaw cell are summarised in Table 2, and surface profiles are 
shown in Figure 3. The analytical and numerical solutions give remarkably similar results, 
whereas the predicted seepage levels are systematically lower than the experimental results. The 
good agreement between the numerical and analytical solution indicates that the numerical 
model provides a correct solution to the governing equations. The higher seepage levels in the 
experiment must therefore be due to some effect not included in the theory. Inertia effects can 
be ruled out as the disagreement is found for the range of Reynolds numbers investigated. The 
authors can not explain the disagreement. 

Next the results for the porous medium are presented and discussed. Table 3 contains a summa-
ry of the experimental, analytical and numerical results and the surface profiles and pressure 
distributions are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The calculated (analytically and numerically) dis-
charges and seepage levels in Table 3 agree well with the measured ones. The seepage levels 
were calculated only analytically for the small glass beads because the analytical solution is 
based on a linear resistance term. Also the calculated surface profiles (Figure 4) and pressure 
profiles (Figure 5) correspond well with measured profiles. 

6. Discussion and conclusions 
The primary objective of the study was to determine whether the numerical model is in agree-
ment with analytical solutions and experimental data. If so, the model provides a good starting 
point for further development (introduction of inhomogeneous conductivity fields, realistic dam 
shapes, three-dimensional flows etc.). The results obtained demonstrate that such an agreement 
has been achieved. It should however be emphasized that the resistance formula, equation (10), 
is empirical. The constants A and  B  were selected to 200 and 1.8 respectively and the porosities 
to 0.34 for the small beads and 0.41 for the larger ones. The simulations of the porous media 
experiment are sensitive to the porosity values as shown in Table 4. If the porosity is modified 
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by 2% (34 ± 2% and 41 ± 2%) the discharge is changed by about ± 20% for the small beads and 
± 10% for the large ones. 

Table 2. Comparison of seepage levels as given by  Hele-Shaw experiment, analytical solution and numerical 
simulation 

L 
(111) 

W 
(n) 

H 
(in) 

h 
(m) 

Re h0 up 
(in) 

h0 anal 

(in) 
h0 man 

(11) 

0.300 0.002 0.288 0.144 0.004 0.02 0.009 0.006 

0.004 0.288 0.144 0.03 0.02 0.009 0.006 

0.008 0.287 0.145 0.2 0.02 0.009 0.006 

0.016 0.136 0.000 1.4 0.043 0.022 0.021 

0.016 0.184 0.013 1.8 0.052 0.030 0.030 

numerical result 
- analytical result 

o measured 

0 0 5 	10 	15 	20 	25 	30 
Distance from upstream boundary (10E-2  m) 
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Table 3. Comparison of flow and seepage levels as given by porous medium experiment, analytical solution 
and numerical simulation. 

Diameter 
(m) 

W 

(m) 

n 

(%) 

L 
(m) 

H 
(111) 

h 
(n) 

Re 10 exp 
(m) 

h0 anal 
(m) 

h0 num 
(m) 

Q exp 
(lis) 

Qnum 
(1/s) 

0.002 0.132 34 0.205 0.518 0.388 11 0.01 0.016 0.015 0.45 0.44 

0.521 0.104 23 0.28 0.268 0.263 0.82 0.85 

0.522 0.015 25 0.35 0.357 0.353 0.85 0.88 

0.505 0.368 0.258 4 0.00 0.005 0.000 0.11 0.11 

0.367 0.096 10 0.04 0.030 0.029 0.19 0.19 

0.367 0.015 12 0.09 0.084 0.087 0.20 0.21 

0.025 0.301 41 0.500 0.285 0.262 500 0.00 - 0.000 2.05 2.02 

0.279 0.200 900 0.01 - 0.000 3.42 3.40 

0.292 0.118 1100 0.01 - 0.008 4.42 4.56 

0.434 0.292 1200 0.01 - 0.002 6.91 7.08 

0.292 0.042 1400 0.07 - 0.052 4.66 4.78 

0.429 0.140 1500 0.08 - 0.05 8.23 8.42 

Table 4. Discharge for various values of the porosity in bed of glass beads. 

Diameter 
(m) 

W  
(m) 

H 
(m) 

h 
(in) 

n 
(%) 

Q.  
(Vs) 

0.002 0.132 0.521 0.104 36 1.02 

35 0.93 

34 0.85 

33 0.77 

32 0.70 

0.025 0.301 0.292 0.118 43 5.00 

42 4.77 

41 4.56 

40 4.35 

39 4.11 
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The conclusions of the paper are: 

- Close agreement was found between the results of the numerical model and of the analysis. 
Hence, the numerical model, including the  HOL  method, provides a solution to the basic 
equations. 

- Comparisons of the calculated results with the data from the  Hele-Shaw experiment show that 
the resistance was effectively linear. The agreement in these comparisons was quite good 
except that predictions of the seepage level were consistently 50% lower for all Reynolds 
numbers considered. 

- Excellent agreement is obtained for the porous media experiment, for both small and large 
glass beads. The calculations are however sensitive to the values of the empirical coefficients 
and the porosity used in the resistance formulae. The values used correspond with those in 
the literature on the subject; the simulations of the flow through a porous matrix are therefore 
regarded as successful. 
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Experimental study of flow through a bed of packed glass beads 

M. Billstein 
Division of Water Resources Engineering,  Luleå  University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

Spherical glass beads of uniform diameter were randomly packed between two parallel plates 
in order to create a small scale core of an embankment dam. A thin net, with negligible flow 
resistance, at the upstream and downstream boundaries kept the beads in place. Two quite dif-
ferent bead diameters, 0.002 m and 0.025 m, were used so as to vary the Reynolds number from 
4 to 1500. In some of the experiments a fracture was implemented at different levels, i.e. close 
or far away from the free surface. The fracture extended from the upstream boundary to the cen-
tre of the core. The water levels upstream and downstream were held constant and the steady 
flow in the domain in between was studied. Once the discharge had become steady, the pressure 
distribution, free surface profile and seepage level were measured. The influence of a fracture 
is shown by comparing results from experiments with the same upstream and downstream lev-
els with or without a fracture. 

1. Introduction 

At  Luleå  University of Technology a numerical simulation model of flow in embankment dams 
is under development. This model can be a useful complement to existing techniques, e.g. mea-
suring: pore pressure, discharge, temperature, resistivity, self-potential etc., for dam inspec-
tions. With a numerical model it is possible to analyse pressure distributions, discharges, seep-
age levels and velocity distributions for different flow conditions - both transient and stationary. 
The model can be used in an inverse mode, e.g. with known boundary conditions, seepage level 
and pressure distribution, different alternatives of porous media and fractures can be studied to 
see what combination that best fits the measurements. However, before an extensive use of the 
numerical model, a demonstration that the model can simulate the hydraulics of a dam in a sat-
isfactory way is required. In order to provide data for validation, it is important to use a well 
defined porous media with known flow resistance properties. Therefore a small scale core of an 
embankment dam was created out of spherical glass beads of uniform diameter randomly 
packed between two parallel plates. In some of the experiments a fracture extended from the 
upstream boundary to the centre of the core. A lot of work have been carried out in order to de-
scribe the flow resistance of a porous media. The general practise is to use the Forchheimer 
equation (Forchheimer, 1901) which involves porosity as a parameter and two empirical con-
stants, A and  B.  Over the years, different suggestions have been proposed by different investi-
gators, A varies between 150 and 225 and  B  varies between 1.61 and 1.92. The resulting flow 
resistance is a strong function of the porosity assumed. The porosity for randomly packed 
spheres is usually in the range 31 - 43% (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1969). 
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The objective of the work is to create sets of data for validation of the numerical model and to 
investigate if the influence of a fracture is significant. The data sets include boundary condi-
tions, discharges, seepage levels and pressure distributions. 

2. Experimental set up 
At the upstream and downstream part of the two parallel plates a thin net, with negligible flow 
resistance, kept the beads in place. Two quite different bead diameters, 0.002 m and 0.025 m 
with a standard deviation of 1% of the diameter, were used so as to vary the Reynolds number 
significantly, from 4 to 1500. Water at constant temperature, 10 °C, was pumped into the flume. 
The water levels upstream and downstream were held constant by adjustable weirs. The exper-
imental set up is shown in Figure 1 and the experimental conditions are summarised in Table 1. 

Figure 1. Experimental set up. Small scale clam core built out of glass beads. 

Table 1. Experimental conditions. 

With 
fracture 

Bead diameter 
(111) 

L 
(m) 

W 
(m)  

I 
(n)  

h1  
(m) 

0.002 0.505 0.132 0.25 
0.27 

0.11 

0.025 0.500 0.301 0.25 
0.20 

0.12 

In some of the experiments a fracture was extended from the upstream boundary to the centre 
of the core. The fracture was made out of two parallel plates, spaced 0.01 m apart, and perforat-
ed to allow the water to enter from all directions. The width of the fracture was equal to the 
width of the core. A thin net kept the fracture free form beads. The thin net together with the 
perforated plate had lower flow resistance than the beads to make sure that the water could leave 
the fracture over its whole length. 
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Once the discharge had become steady, the pressure distribution, free surface profile and see-
page level were measured. The pressure distribution was measured by using pressure gauges at 
points located 0.04 m above the bottom of the flume. The discharge was measured by using a 
triangular weir. The two plates were transparent to make it possible to measure the water surface 
profile from direct observations, taking the capillary rise into account. Also the seepage level 
was measured form direct observations. The porosity was determined from measurements to be 
in the range 34 ± 2% and 41 ±2% for diameter 0.002 and 0.025 m respectively. 

3. Result 
All the results are summarised in Table 2. Figures 2 - 5 show some of the results with respect 
to pressure distributions and water surface profiles. 

Table 2. Comparison between a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous dam core with respect to discharge 

and seepage levels. 

Without fracture With fracture 

Diameter 
(111) 

Wn 
(n.1) (70) 

L  
(r11) 

H 

(1r1) 
h  

(11.1) 
ho en  
(n1) 

Q  exp 

(1/S) 
1  

(111) 
hl  

(IT) 
110 exp  

(r11)  
Q  exp 

(lis)  

0.002 0.132 34 0.505 0.381 0.015 0.27 0.17 0.28 
0.12 0.21 0.25 

0.380 0.015 0.10 0.14 0.28 

0.380 0.097 0.27 0.09 0.27 
0.06 0.19 0.25 

0.381 0.097 0.10 0.08 0.27 

0.380 0.262 0.27 0.00 0.16 
0.00 0.11 0.25 

0.380 0.262 0.10 0.00 0.16 

0.025 0.301 41 0.500 0.290 0.042 0.21 0.08 5.10 
0.07 4.66 0.25 

0.290 0.042 0.13 0.09 5.20 

0.288 0.121 0.21 0.02 4.85 
0.01 4.42 0.25 

0.289 0.122 0.13 0.03 4.89 

0.288 0.264 0.21 0.00 2.30 
0.00 2.05 0.25 

0.290 0.265 0.13 0.00 2.30 

Small beads: The presence of a fracture increases the discharge with 33 - 45% and the location 
does not influence the discharge. When the fracture is close to the pressure points, the influence 
of the pressure distribution is higher than if the fracture is close to the water surface .The oppo-
site is true for the water surface profile. At the downstream end of the fracture, the pressure in-
creases with 15 - 19% and 5 - 6% with the fracture located close to the pressure points and close 
to the water surface, respectively. 

Large beads: The presence of a fracture increases the discharge with 9 - 12% but the location 
does not influence the discharge, the pressure distribution or the water surface profile. At the 
downstream end of the fracture, the pressure and water surface level increase with 9 - 11% and 
6 - 7% respectively. 
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Figure 2. Pressure profiles. 
Top: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, H=0.381 m, h=0.015 m. 
Bottom: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, H=0.380 m, h=0.097 m. 
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Figure 3. Water surface profiles. 
Top: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, 11=0.381 m, h=0.015 m. 
Bottom: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, 11=0.380 m, h=0.097 m. 
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Figure 4. Pressure profiles. 
Top: Sphere diameter 0.025 m, 11=0.290 m, h=0.042 m. 
Bottom: Sphere diameter 0.025w, H=0.289 m, h=0.122 m. 
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Figure 5. Water surface profiles. 
Top: Sphere diameter 0.025 m, H=0.290 m, 11=0.042 m. 
Bottom: Sphere diameter 0.025 m, H=0.289 m, h=0.122 m. 
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4. Discussion and conclusions 

The difference in porosity between the two bead diameters is due to the wall effects. In order to 
neglect the wall effect, the ratio between the width of the core and the sphere diameter has to be 
greater than 40 (Hansen, 1992). In the present experiment the ratio for the small beads is 66 and 
for the large beads 12. The thickness of the fracture is of no importance with respect to pressure 
distribution and water surface profile. This indicates that the pressure is uniform in the fracture. 

To conclude this work: 

* 	a number of experimental sets, containing boundary conditions, discharges, pressure 
distributions, water surface profiles and seepage levels are presented. 

the influence of a fracture is significant; the discharge is increased with approximately 
40% for the small beads and 10% for the large beads, if the fracture is close to the pressure 
points, the pressure distribution is most influenced and if the fracture is close to the water 
surface, the water surface is most influenced. 

* 	it should be possible to use a numerical model in an inverse mode and predict the porous 
media. 
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Development of a numerical model of flow through 
embankment dams with fractures 

- Comparisons with experimental data 

Mats Billstein 
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Urban Svensson 
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Nils  Johansson 
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Abstract 

The focus is on the development of a numerical model of flow through embankment dams with 
a fracture. Two laboratory experiments were conducted to provide data for validation of the nu-
merical model, one dealing with the flow in a  Hele-Shaw cell and one with flow through a bed 
of packed glass beads. A fracture extended from the upstream boundary in both experiments and 
influenced the discharge, pressure distribution, seepage level and surface profile significantly. 
Comparisons between numerically determined and experimentally measured results were car-
ried out with respect to the discharge, pressure distribution, seepage level and surface profile. 
The agreement is generally satisfactory. 

Key words: numerical model, embankment dam, fracture, experimental data. 
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I. Introduction 
Internal erosion is a major problem in embankment dams. Statistics from the International Com-
mission On Large Dams, (ICOLD, 1995) show that embankment dam problems and failures are 
often related to internal erosion in one way or another. The seepage rate depends mainly on the 
hydraulic conductivity of the core which is strongly dependent upon the core material and the 
structural conditions. In practice, it is impossible to construct a dam without inhomogenities; 
one reason for these inhomogenities is that a dam is constructed in horizontal layers. An in-
creased seepage rate increases the material transport and vice versa, which may lead to erosive 
leakage. Most cases of erosive leakage or excessive seepage in embankment dams have been 
interpreted in terms of internal erosion, hydraulic fracturing or piping (Sherard, 1986), 
(Löfquist, 1992). However, these terms describe only what can be suspected or seen at the dam, 
when the process has been going on for some time. They may tell only the end of the story. The 
real origin of the leak is usually difficult to discover or to explain. In order to obtain more data 
to be able to describe the conditions of the dams, and of course for safety reasons, the dams need 
to be inspected regularly. Dams are inspected in different ways, e.g. pore pressure measure-
ments, discharge measurements, temperature/resistivity measurements, radar measurements  
(Johansson,  1997) and self-potential measurements  (Triumf  and Thunehed, 1996). 

As in most other branches of engineering, numerical simulation models can be useful comple-
ments to existing techniques. With them, pressure distributions, water surface profiles, seepage 
levels, velocity distributions and discharges can be studied for different flow conditions - both 
stationary and transient. However, before an extensive use of numerical models, a demonstra-
tion that the models can simulate the hydraulics of the dams in a satisfactory way is required. 
Billstein et al. (1997) developed a well verified numerical model of flow through embankment 
dams. Results from the numerical model were compared with analytical solutions and experi-
mental measurements. The experimental part included a  Hele-Shaw cell and a bed of packed 
glass beads. However, the experiments and the numerical model were restricted to homogene-
ous hydraulic conductivity conditions. To numerically simulate an embankment dam in an ac-
curate way, inhomogenities have to be taken into account. An inhomogeneity may be a fracture 
or an impervious layer. 

Some numerical simulations and theoretical approaches to inhomogenities in embankment 
dams have already been carried out. Greenly and Joy (1996) developed a one-dimensional fi-
nite-element model for high flow velocities in porous media. The model can handle a changing 
cross-sectional area, an improvement compared to previous numerical models of nonDarcian 
flow by McCorqudale (1970), and Hansen (1992). Askew and Thatcher (1984) discussed a 
method based on a stream function calculation for a porous dam with an impermeable sheet.  Re-
hbinder  and Wörman (1994) presented a generalization of Dupuit's solution for the case of two-
dimensional flow around an idealized thin sheet pile in an embankment dam. Martinet (1998) 
presented the approximate solution of Baiocchi as an approximate solution for a fractured dam. 
No detailed laboratory experiments with flow in inhomogeneous embankment dams are avail-
able. This led to the conclusion that this work should also include an experimental part (Bill-
stein, 1998). 

The objective of this work is to extend the numerical model described in Billstein et al. to in-
corporate inhomogenities, e.g. fractures. Results from the numerical model are to be compared 
with results from two laboratory experiments with a fracture, one dealing with the flow in a  
Hele-Shaw cell and one with flow through a bed of packed glass beads. 
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2. Experimental study 
The two experiments carried out are outlined in Figure 1. In both experiments the surface levels 
upstream and downstream were held constant, a fracture extended from the upstream boundary 
and the steady flow in the domain in between was studied. A range of different fracture lengths, 
fracture locations and boundary conditions were examined. To obtain additional information 
about the flow in the vicinity of the fracture a tracer was introduced at the upstream boundary. 
In the  Hele-Shaw cell the creeping flow between two parallel plates was studied. In the other 
experiment a bed of packed glass beads provided the flow resistance. 

Packed glass 
spheres 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. In the  Hele-Shaw experiment the flow is between two parallel plates (section 
(a)) while a bed of packed glass beads is used in the porous media experiment (section  (b)).  

The  Hele-Shaw method is based on the analogy between a creeping flow and flow through a 
porous media. This analogy is valid if inertia terms are negligible (Batchelor, 1967). The advan-
tage of the method is that one does not need to create a porous matrix. The establishment of 
creeping flow requires the use of very small distances between the parallel plates and hence in-
troduce an uncertainty in the experimental conditions. However, if glycerine is used as fluid 
(glycerine has a viscosity about 1000 times higher than that for water) the spacing between the 
plates can be in the range 1-20 mm, a spacing that is easy to manufacture and control. Another 
advantage with a slot in that range is that the capillary rise is negligible. The fracture was created 
by a local increase in the distance between the two parallel plates, Figure la. The thickness of 
the fracture was 5 mm. In the zone with the increased width, the pressure is expected to be close 
to that at the upstream boundary. The tracer was a suspension of nacreous powder in glycerine. 
The main results from these experiments are the discharge, free surface profile and seepage lev-
el (hp in Figure 1). 

The second experiment involved a porous matrix and water was used as fluid. Glass beads of 
uniform diameter were randomly packed between two parallel plates, Figure lb. A thin net, with 
negligible flow resistance, at the upstream and downstream boundaries kept the beads in place. 
Two quite different bead diameters, 0.002 m and 0.025 m, were used so as to vary the Reynolds 
number significantly. The fracture was made out of two parallel plates, spaced apart, and per-
forated to allow the water to enter from all directions. A thin net kept the fracture free from 
beads. The width of the fracture was equal the width of the porous media. The thickness of the 
fracture was 0.01 m. The tracer was a solution of Rhodamine. Once the discharge had become 
steady, the discharge, pressure distribution, free surface profile and seepage level were meas-
ured. 
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The experimental conditions are summarised in Table 1. The temperature was recorded in each 
experimental run because the viscosity of glycerine is strongly dependent upon the temperature. 
In the  Hele-Shaw experiment, the surface profile and the seepage level were determined from 
photographs. The discharge was measured with a container and a clock. 

Table 1. Experimental conditions. 

Experiment 
L 

(m) 
W 

(m) 
1 

(m) 
hi 

(m) 
Bead diameter 

(m)  

Hele-Shaw 0.30 0.004 0.20 0.20 - 

0.20 0.10 - 

0.10 0.20 - 

0.10 0.10 - 

Porous media 0.505 0.132 0.25 0.27 0.002 

0.505 0.132 0.25 0.10 0.002 

0.50 0.301 0.25 0.21 0.025 

0.50 0.301 0.25 0.13 0.025 

In the experiment with the porous matrix, the discharge was measured with a triangular weir 
and the pressures by a piezometer. The points where the pressure was measured were located 
0.04 m above the bottom of the flume. The free water surface was measured from direct obser-
vations, taking the capillary rise into account. The seepage level was also measured from direct 
observations. 

3. Numerical simulation of free surface flow through porous media 

The numerical simulation model is based on a direct solution of the conservation equations. For 
an incompressible fluid, these are as follows: 

Conservation of mass: 

V • (pu) = 0 
	

(1) 

Conservation of momentum: 

— Vp + pg + F= 0 
	

(2) 

in which u is the velocity vector,  p  density,  p  pressure,  g  gravitational vector and F frictional 
forces. 

The frictional forces in the  Hele-Shaw cell are determined from the laminar velocity profile in 
a slot with smooth walls. The wall friction is calculated with respect to the mean velocity in the 
slot: 

F = — 121.1u 
1472 (3) 
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in which u is the mean velocity, W width of the slot andi.t dynamic viscosity. In the simulations 
the kinematic viscosity of the glycerine was set to 9*104  m2/s and the density to 1250 kg/m3. 

In Billstein et al. (1997) it was concluded that the frictional forces in the porous medium could 
be determined by using the Forchheimer equation (Forchheimer, 1901) with the constants pre-
sented by Ergun (1952): 

F= 
A(1 —n)2 

 p. 0 
 B(1 —n)  p

u
2 

n
3 	

d2 n3 d 
(4)  

in which u is the Darcy velocity, A and  B  are empirical constants,  n  porosity and  d  sphere diam-
eter. For the empirical constants, Ergun suggested A=150 and B=1.75. More recently, investi-
gators have proposed somewhat higher values. Macdonald et al. (1979) recommend A=180 and 
B=1.8 and DuPlessis (1994) 207 and 1.88.  Fand  et al. (1987) give A=182 and B=1.92 for the 
Forchheimer regime and 225 and 1.61 for turbulent flows. In this work the values A=200 and 
B=1.8 were used for all simulations. 

To use equation (4), one must know the value of the porosity. Spheres can be packed with var-
ious arrangements. The loosest one is the cubic packing, porosity 0.4764, and the most dense is 
the rhombohedral packing, porosity 0.2595 (Graton, 1935). The porosity for randomly packed 
spheres is usually in the range 0.31 - 0.43 (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1969). Crawford and Plumb 
(1986) found the porosity to be 0.356 for smooth particles and Kececioglu and Jiang (1994) as-
sumed a value of 0.40 as an average porosity in their experiments.  Fand  et al. found the porosity 
to be in the interval 0.357 - 0.360. The glass beads used in the present experiment have diame-
ters 0.002 and 0.025 m with a standard deviation of about 1% of the diameter. Although this 
variation is small, it may lead to porosities that are somewhat smaller than those for uniform 
spheres. From these considerations a porosity of 0.34 for the smaller glass beads was chosen. 
For the larger ones, the wall effect has to be considered because the ratio dIW (where W is de-
fined in Figure 1) is large, about 0.1. Hansen (1992) and Dudgeon (1967) have summarised es-
timates of the wall effect. From that summary, the average porosity is found to be some 5-10% 
larger than if the wall effect is negligible. These indications lead to an estimate of 0.41 for the 
porosity of the larger beads. Determined from present measurements, the porosity for the two 
bead diameters were in the range 34± 2% and 41 ± 2%, values that correspond well with the 
estimates from the literature. 

A hydrostatic pressure distribution was specified at the upstream and downstream boundaries 
whereas the pressure is atmospheric above the free surface. 

The fracture in the  Hele-Shaw cell was simulated by specifying the upstream pressure at the 
fracture level over the fracture length. From the measurements, a pressure drop along the frac-
ture was determined. The magnitude of the pressure drop was measured to 10 -40 Pa. This drop 
was simulated by introducing a linearly decreasing pressure along the fracture. 

To numerically simulate a fracture in the experiments with a bed of packed glass beads, a zone 
of low flow resistance was specified. At the boundary between the fracture and the surrounding 
porous matrix, a skin resistance was specified. The skin resistance is due to the net around the 
fracture and is defined as:  

Ap = pcsu  (5)  
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where  c,  is the skin resistance coefficient. Determined from measurements, the skin resistance 
coefficients were 4.91 and 1.96  m/s  for bead diameters 0.002 m and 0.025 m, respectively. 

The system of equations is solved by the general equation solver PHOENICS, (Spalding, 1981). 
PHOENICS is based on a finite-volume formulation of the basic equations and embodies a wide 
range of coordinate systems (cartesian, body-fitted, cylindrical, etc.) and numerical techniques 
(higher order schemes, solvers, etc.). Several free surface techniques are also available in the 
PHOENICS system. A method called the Scalar-Equation-Method  (SEM)  was used (Spalding 
and Jun, 1988). The method deduces the fluid interface from the solution of a conservation 
equation for a scalar "fluid marker" variable. To prevent numerical diffusion the Van Leer 
scheme is used.  SEM  is a transient method and due to an explicit formulation, the Courant cri-
terion places a maximum limit on the time increment for the stability of the solution. The time 
increment in the simulations was 0.01 s. 

In the numerical simulations the grid-spacing was set to 0.01 m, in both directions. This was 
found to be adequate for grid-independent solutions. 

4. Results 
Results from the two experiments conducted, are compared with the corresponding numerical 
solutions and the numerical solution for the homogeneous case, which is the reference case. Ta-
bles 2 and 3 contain all seepage levels and discharges for the  Hele-Shaw cell and the porous 
medium experiment, respectively. 

Table 2 and Figure 2 show that the fracture has a significant influence on the discharge, seepage 
level and phreatic surface in the  Hele-Shaw cell. The location of the fracture is of minor impor-
tance with respect to the discharge but of greater importance with respect to the surface profile, 
especially for the long fracture. With H=0.304 m and h=0.0 m, the discharge and seepage level 
without a fracture are 37  mus  and 0.103 m, respectively. With a 0.2 m long fracture located at 
h1=0.2 m the discharge increases to 59.7  mus  and the seepage level to 0.179 m. Corresponding 
discharge and seepage level calculated with the numerical model are 58.2 ml/s and 0.181 m, re-
spectively. With H=0.304 m and h=0.151 m, the discharge and seepage level without a fracture 
are 28 ml/s and 0.012 m, respectively. With a 0.2 m long fracture located at h1=0.2 m the dis-
charge increases to 49.0 ml/s and the seepage level to 0.042 m. Corresponding discharge and 
seepage level calculated with the numerical model are 46.2 ml/s and 0.042 m, respectively. 

Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4 show that the fracture has a significant influence on the discharge, 
pressure distribution, seepage level and phreatic surface in the experiment with packed glass 
beads. For sphere diameter 0.002 m the location is of no importance with respect to the dis-
charge. When the fracture is close to the pressure gauges, the influence of the pressure distribu-
tion is higher than if the fracture is close to the water surface profile. The opposite is true for the 
water surface profile. For sphere diameter 0.025 m the location is of no importance with respect 
to the discharge, pressure distribution or the water surface profile. With sphere diameter 0.002 
m, H=0.381 m and h=0.015 m, the discharge and seepage level without a fracture are 0.22  lis  
and 0.10 m, respectively. With a 0.25 m long fracture located at h1=0.27 m the discharge in-
creases to 0.28 Ws and the seepage level to 0.17 m. Corresponding discharge and seepage level 
calculated with the numerical model are 0.271/s and 0.13 m, respectively. With sphere diameter 
0.025 m, H=0.29 m and h=0.042 m, the discharge and seepage level without a fracture are 4.78. 
Vs and 0.05 m, respectively. With a 0.25 m long fracture located at h1=0.21 rn the discharge in-
creases to 5.1 Ws and the seepage level to 0.08 m. Corresponding discharge and seepage level 
calculated with the numerical model are 5.2  I/s  and 0.07 m, respectively. 
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The numerical model captures the influence of the fracture and the results are very close to 
measured data. However, some minor differences can be found. The predicted surface profiles 
are systematically some 1 - 4% higher than the experimental results in the  Hele-Shaw cell, an 
effect enhanced with the long fracture. In the experiments with packed glass beads the predicted 
surface profiles are systematically some 1 - 7% lower than the experimental results. 

Table 2. Comparison of seepage levels as given by  Hele-Shaw experiment and the numerical simulation. 

With fracture Without fracture 

L 
(In) 

W  
( 11) 

H 
(In) 

h  
Ord 

1 
(In) 

hi 
(01) 

4 exp 
(111) 

h0  num 
(01) 

Q  exp 
(MIA)  

Qnum 
(mus)  

4  num  
(in)  

Qnum 
(mus)  

0.300 0.0044 0.304 0.000 0.20 0.20 0.179 0.181.  59.7 58.2 

0.103 37.0 
 

0.0043 0.303 0.000 0.20 0.10 0.169 0.163 55.5 62.0 

0.0044 0.303 0.000 0.10 0.20 0.129 0.121 38.3 42.0 

0.0045 0.304 0.000 0.10 0.10 0.127 0.122 41.5 46.7 

0.0044 0.304 0.152 0.20 0.20 0.042 0.042 49.0 46.2 

0.012 28.0  

0.0043 0.303 0.151 0.20 0.10 0.036 0.031 44.8 46.0 

0.0044 0.303 0.151 0.10 0.20 0.020 0.014 29.3 31.9 

0.0045 0.303 0.151 0.10 0.10 0.017 0.013 33.9 34.8 

Table 3. Comparison of flow and seepage levels as given by porous media experiment and the numerical sim-
ulation. 

With fracture Without fracture 

Diameter 
(In) 

W  
(In) 

n  
(%) 

L  
(11) 

H 

(rn) 

h  
(10)  

1 
(n)  

hi 
(111)  

ho exp 
(n)  

h0  num 
01»  

Q  exp 
(lis)  

Qnum 
ON 

h0  num  
(m) 

Quinn 
(Vs) 

0.002 0.132 34 0.505 0.381 0.015 0.25 0.27 0.17 0.13 0.28 0.27 
0.10 0.22 

0.380 0.015 0.25 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.28 0.28 

0.380 0.097 0.25 0.27 0.09 0.06 0.27 0.26 
0.03 0.20 

0.381 0.097 0.25 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.27 0.27 

0.380 0.262 0.25 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.16 
0.00 0.12 

0.380 0.262 0.25 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.16 

0.025 0.301 41 0.500 0.290 0.042 0.25 0.21 0.08 0.07 5.10 5.20 
0.05 4.78 

0.290 0.042 0.25 0.13 0.09 0.07 5.20 5.28 

0.288 0.121 0.25 0.21 0.02 0.01 4.85 4.90 
0.01 4.56 

0.289 0.122 0.25 0.13 0.03 0.01 4.89 4.96 

0.288 0.264 0.25 0.21 0.00 0.00 2.30 2.31 
0.00 2.02 

0.290 0.265 0.25 0.13 0.00 0.00 2.30 2.27 
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Figure 2. Surface profiles in the  Hele-Shaw experiment for different fracture lengths and fracture levels. 
Top left: H=0.304 m, h=0.0  mand  1=0.20 m. 
Top right: H=0.304 m, h=0.0  mand  1=0.10 m. 
Bottom left: H=0.304 m, h=0.151  mand  1=0.20 m. 
Bottom right: H=0.304 m, h=0.151  mand  1=0.10 m. 
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Figure 3. Pressure profiles in the porous media experiment for different fracture levels. 
Top left: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, H=0.380 m, h=0.015 m and1=0.25 m. 
Top right: Sphere diameter 0.002 m, H=0.380 m, h=0.097  mand  1=0.25 m. 
Bottom left: Sphere diameter 0.025 m, H=0.290 m, h=0.042  mand  1=0.25 m. 
Bottom right: Sphere diameter 0.025 m, H=0.289 m, h=0.121  mand  1=0.25 m. 
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Figure 4. Water surface profiles in the porous media experiment for different fracture levels. 
Top left: Sphere diameter 0.002 in, H=0.380 m, h=0.015  mand  1=0.25 m. 
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Bottom right: Sphere diameter 0.025 in, H=0.289 m, h=0.121 m and 1=0.25 m. 
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5. Discussion 
The viscosity of glycerine, used in the  Hele-Shaw experiment, is very strongly dependent upon 
the temperature and the water content. A theoretical value of the viscosity in current tempera-
ture interval is 1.1*10-3  m2/s  (Rehbinder  1990). Changing the temperature 2 °C causes a change 
in viscosity of 11% and a change of water content by 1% causes a change in viscosity of 100%. 
A change in viscosity does not influence the free surface profile or the seepage level but it does 
influence the discharge which is linearly dependent upon the viscosity. The viscosity used in the 
simulations, 9*10-4  m2/s, is in good agreement with the theoretical value and gives throughout 
the simulations good agreement with the experiments. 

In the experiments with the tracer it was shown that the streamlines leaving the fracture did not 
do so perpendicular to the fracture. This indicate that the fracture is not a potential line, i.e. the 
potential is not constant along the fracture. A pressure drop of approximately 10 - 40 Pa (indi-
cated from the experiments) was prescribed along the fracture in the numerical model. The nu-
merically calculated surface profiles are systematically higher than the measured ones. Possibly 
the pressure drop was somewhat higher than indicated above. 

In the experiments with the bed of packed glass beads it was shown that the flow resistance in 
the fracture was of minor importance and the skin resistance, due to the net, of greater impor-
tance with respect to the discharge. The thickness of the fracture is of no importance with re-
spect to pressure distribution and water profile. This indicates that the pressure is uniform in the 
fracture. A possible explanation why the measured water surface profiles are systematically 
higher than the predicted is that the measured profiles are somewhat uncertain due to capillary 
effects. 

6. Summary and conclusion 
Two new series of experiments are presented, one dealing with a  Hele-Shaw cell and one deal-
ing with a bed of packed glass beads. A fracture, extending from the upstream boundary, which 
had a significant influence on the discharge, pressure distribution, seepage level and surface 
profile was used in both experiments. 

The agreement between experimental and numerical results is generally satisfactory. It is thus 
concluded that the numerical model developed is able to predict the influence of a fracture in an 
embankment dam. 
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APPENDIX A 

The code used in solving equation 2 - 7 in paper 1 is written in  MATLAB  language. The code 
is divided in several subcodes including executions, functions, etc. A new subcode is beginning 
with the line "Program "name". 

Program surface.m 
%This program execute the three subcodes surfacel.m, surface2.m and surface3.m. 
clear; 
a=0.999; 
b=0.99998; 
% The constants a and  b  depends on the ratios L/H and h/H. The code for obtaining a and  b  
% versus the ratios LIFT and h/H is shown in Program ratio.m. 
Ltot=0.50; 
% Ltot is the total length of the dam. 
hup=0.5015; 
%  hup  is the upstream surface level. 
hdo=0.4488; 
% hdo is the downstream surface level. 
m=1439; 
% m is the total number of intervals for quadrature 
ds=16; 
%  ds  is a factor connected to m to keep the angle between 0 and 90. 
[H,L,h]=surfacel(a,b,m,ds); 
h0=surface2(a,b,m,ds); 
surface3(H,L,h,h0,Ltot,hup,hdo,m,ds); 

Program surfacel.m 
function [H,L,h]=surfacel(a,b,m,ds) 
% This subcode is used together with surface4.m, surface5.m and surface6.m to calculate 
% the length, upstream surface level and downstream surface level for given constants a and  b..  
x=0:(pi/100):(pi/2); 
for i=1:m;  
n=i/ds;  
z=a+((b-a)*(sin(n*pi/180).^2)); 
z1=b+((l-b)*(sin(n*pi/180).^2)); 
z2=((a)*(sin(n*pi/180).^2)); 
intL(0=quad8csurface4',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z); 
intH(i)=quad8csurface5',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z1); 
inth(i)=quad8csurface6',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z2); 
Ld(i)=intL(i)/sqrt(1-a-((b-a)*(sin(n*pi/180).A2))); 
Hd(i)=intH(i)/sqrt(b-a+(( 1 -b)*(sin(n*pi/180).^2))); 
hd(i)=(sin(n*pi/180)).*inth(i)/sqrt((1-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).^2)))... 
*(b-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).^2)))); 
% Ld(i), Hd(i) and hd(i) are discrete numbers. 
end; 

% Simpsons rule is used for numerically integration. 
LI=Ld(1); 
H1=Hd(1); 
hl=hd(1); 
i=2:2:(m-1); 
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L2=4.*Ld(i); 
H2=4.*Hd(i); 
h2=4.*hd(i); 

i=3:2:(m-2); 
L3=2.*Ld(i); 
H3=2.*Hd(i); 
h3=2.*hd(i); 

L4=Ld(m); 
H4=Hd(m); 
h4=hd(m); 

Ltot= [L 1 
L2'  
L3'  
L4]; 

Htot=[H1' 
H2'  
H3'  
H4]; 

htot=[h 1' 
h2'  
h3'  
1141; 

step=(((m/ds)*pi/1 80)4( 1/ds)*pi/180))/(m-1); 
L=(step/3)*sum(Ltot); 
H=(step/3)*sum(Htot); 
h=sqrt(a)*(step/3)*sum(htot); 
% L,  H  and  h  are the length, upstream surface level and downstream surface level of the dam 
% for a given set of constants a and  b.  

Program surface2.m 
function h0=surface2(a,b,m,ds) 
% This subcode is used together with surface7.m, surface8.m and surface9.m to calculate 
% the seepage level and the surface profile as discrete points. 

x=0:(pi/100):(pi/2);  
for  i=1:m; 
n=i/ds; 
z3=(cos(n*pi/1  80)."2);  
z4=(sin(n*pi/1  80).A2);  
z5=(cos(n*pi/1  80)1'2);  
inth0(i)=quad8('surface7',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z3); 
intu(i)=quad8('surface8',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z4); 
intv(i)=quad8csurface9',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z5); 
hOd(i)=(sin(n*pi/180)).*(cos(n*pi/180)).*inth0(0/...  
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sqrt((14(1-a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).^2)))... 
*(14(1-b)*((sin(n*pi/180))."2)))); 
ud(i)=(sin(n*pi/180)).*intu(i)/... 
sqrt((1-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).^2)))... 
*(1-((b)*((sin(n*pi/180)).^2)))); 
vd(i)=(sin(n*pi/180)).*intv(i)/... 
sqrt((1-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180))."2)))... 
*(1-((b)*((sin(n*pi/1 80)).^2)))); 
% hOd(i), ud(i) and vd(i) calculate discrete numbers. 
end; 

% Simpsons rule is used for numerically integration. 
hOl=h0d(1); 

i=2:2:(m-1); 
h02=4.*hOd(i); 

i=3:2:(m-2); 
h03-=2.*hOd(i); 

h04=h0d(m); 

hOtot=[h01' 
h2'  
h3'  
h04]; 

step=(((m/ds)*pi/180)-((  1  /ds)*pi/180))/(m-1); 

h0=(step/3)*sum(hOtot); 

A=[ud' vd];  

save  filename.dat  A  -ascii;  

Program surface3.m 
function surface3(H,L,h,h0,Ltot,hup,hdo,m,ds) 
load filename.dat; 
A=filename; 
ux=A(:,1); 
vx=A(:,2); 

% Simpsons rule is used for numerically integration of the vectors ux and vx. 
C1=Ltot/L; 
if h==0; 
C2=(hup/H); 
else; 
C2=((hup/H)+(hdo/h))/2; 
end; 
C3=C2*(h+h0); 
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Cl,  C2 and C3 are constans depending on the length, seepage level, upstream surface level 
% and downstream surface level of the dam. 

u=[]; 
v=[]; 
for j=3:2:m; 

v2=[]; 
u3=[]; 

ul=ux(1); 
v 1 =vx(1); 

for i=2:2:j-1; 
u2=[u2 4*ux(i)]; 
v2=[v2 4*vx(i)]; 
end; 

for i=3:2:(j-2); 
u3=[u3 2*ux(i)]; 
v3=[v3 2*vx(i)]; 
end; 
u4=ux(j); 
v4=vx(j); 

utot=[ul' 
u2'  
u3'  
u4']; 

vtot=[v 
v2'  
v3'  
v4]; 

step=(((j/ds)*pi/1 80)(( 1 /ds)*pi/1 80))/(j- 1); 

u=[u Ltot-(C1*(step/3)*sum(utot))]; 
v=[v C3+(C2*(step/3)*sum(vtot))]; 
end; 
tabell=[u' v']; 

save filename  tabell  -ascii; 
% If u' versus v' is plotted, it shows the surface profile. 

Program surface4.m 
function y=surface4(x,n,z) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z.*(sin(x)).^2)); 
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Program surface5.m 
function y=surface5(x,n,z1) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z1.*(sin(x)).A2)); 

Program surface6.m 
function y=surface6(x,n,z2) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z2.*(sin(x)).A2)); 

Program surface7.m 
function y=surface7(x,n,z3) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z3.*(sin(x)).A2)); 

Program surface8.m 
function y=surface8(x,n,z4) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z4.*(sin(x)).A2)); 

Program surface9.m 
function y=surface9(x,n,z5) 
y=1.0./(sqrt(1-z5.*(sin(x)).A2)); 

Program ratio.m 
% This program calculate the ratios L/H and h/H for a given set of constants a and  b.  L,  H  and 
%  h  is the length, upstream surface level and downstream surface level of the dam. For a 
% description of the code, see Program surfacel.m. 

clear; 
a=0.97; 
b=0.96; 
x=0:(pi/100):(pi/2); 
for i=1:1439; 
n=i/16; 
z=a+((b-a)*(sin(n*pi/180).A2)); 
z1=b+(( 1 -b)*(sin(n*pi/180).A2)); 
z2=((a)*(sin(n*pi/180).A2)); 
intL(i)=quad8csurface4',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z); 
intH(0=quad8csurface5',0,(pi/2),[1,[],n,z1); 
inth(i)=quad8('surface6',0,(pi/2),[],[],n,z2); 
Ld(i)=intL(i)/sqrt(1-a-((b-a)*(sin(n*pi/180)/2))); 
Hd(i)=intH(i)/sqrt(b-a+((l-b)*(sin(n*pi/180)12))); 
hd(i)=(sin(n*pi/180)).*inth(i)/sqrt((1-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).A2)))... 
*(b-((a)*((sin(n*pi/180)).A2)))); 
end; 

L1=Ld(1); 
H1=Hd(1); 
hl=hd(1);  

i=2:2:1438; 
L2=4.*Ld(i); 
H2=4.*Hd(i); 
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h2=4.*hd(i);  

i=3:2:1437; 
L3=2.*Ld(i); 
H3=2.*Hd(i); 
h3=2.*hd(i); 

L4=Ld(1439); 
H4=Hd(1439); 
h4=hd(1439); 

Ltot=[L1' 
L2'  
L3'  
L4']; 
Htot=[H1' 
H2'  
H3'  
H41; 
htot=[hl' 
h2'  
h3'  
h4']; 

step=(((1439/16)*pi/180)-((1/16)*pi/180))/(1438); 
L=(step/3)*sum(Ltot); 
H=(step/3)*sum(Htot); 
h=sqrt(a)*(step/3)*sum(htot);  

L; 
H; 
h; 
L/H 
h/H 
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The following lines are the active parts of the ql file 

TALK=F;RUN( 1, 1);VDU=X11-TERM 
GROUP 1. Run title and other preliminaries 

text(Free surface flow,  SEM-method) 
real(vin, poros, sdiam, kvisc, A,  B,  fricA, fricB, Kover, tspr, dywall, Kspri) 
vin=0.035 
poros=0.34 
sdiam=0.00198 
kvisc=1.31E-06 
A=200.0 
B=1.8 
dywall=0.00495098 
Kover=0.02 
tspr=0.01 

fricA.(A*((l-poros)**2.0)*kvisc)/((poros**3.0)*(sdiam**2.0)) 
fricB=(B*(1-poros))/((poros**3.0)*sdiam) 
Kspri=(9.81*(tspr**2.0))/(12*kvisc)  

GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specification 
steady=f 
grdpwr(t,2100,21.0,1.0) 

GROUP 3.  X-direction grid specification 
grdpwr(x,1,0.132,1.0) 

GROUP 4.  Y-direction grid specification 
grdpwr(y,50,0.50,1.0) 

GROUP 5. Z-direction grid specification 
grdpwr(z,35,0.35,1.0) 

GROUP 6. Body-fitted coordinates or grid distortion 
GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named 

store(denl,prps) 
solve(vfol,surn,C1) 
solutn(pl,y,y,y,n,n,n) 
solutn(v1,y,y,n,n,n,n) 
solutn(wl,y,y,n,n,n,n) 

GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devices 
gala=t 
terrns(vfol,n,n,n,n,p,p) 
terms(sum,n,n,n,n,p,p) 

GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media) 
rhol=grnd10;enul=grnd10 

GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fields 
patch(wat,inival,1,nx,1,ny,1,20,1,1) 
coval(wat,vfo1,0.0,1.0) 
coval(wat,den1,0.0,1000.0) 
coval(wat,prps,0.0,68) 
coval(wat,surn,0.0,1.0) 
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patch(pwat,linvlz,l,nx,l,ny,1,20,1,1) 
coval(pwat,p1,-1000.0*9.81,0.2*1000.0*9.81) 
patch(luft,inival,l,nx,l,ny,21,nz,1,1) 
coval(luft,vfol,0.0,0.0) 
coval(luft,den1,0.0,1.189) 
coval(luft,surn,0.0,0.0) 

GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources 
patch(iflo,south,1,nx,1,1,1,30,1,1step) 
coval(iflo,p1,fixflu,vin*1000.0) 
coval(iflo,w1,onlyms,vin) 
coval(iflo,surn,fixflu,vin*1.0) 
coval(iflo,vfol,onlyms,1.0/1000.0) 
patch(weirl,outflo,l,nx,1,5,29,29,1,1step) 
coval(weir 1 ,p1,0.1,1000.0*9.81*(0.303-0.285)) 
patch(oflo,north,l,nx,ny,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(oflo,p1,gmdl,gmd4) 
coval(oflo,surn,fixflu,gmdl) 

* ** REYNOLDS NUMBER*** 
patch(nume,ce11,1,nx,l,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(nume,c1,fixval,grnd7) 

*** RESISTANCE OF THE POROUS MEDIA *** 
patch(linrAl,phasem,l,nx,l,ny,32,nz,1,1step) 
coval(linrAl,w1,10.*fricA,0.0) 
coval(linrAl,v1,10.*fricA,0.0) 

*** RESISTANCE OF THE POROUS MEDIA *** 
patch(linrA2,phasem,l,nx,6,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(linrA2,w1,fricA,0.0) 
coval(linrA2,v1,fricA,0.0) 
patch(linrB2,phasem,1,nx,6,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(linrB2,w1,-fricB4O.0) 
coval(linrB2,v1,-fricB4O.0) 
*** WATER  BASSIN  *** 
patch(lresA,phasem,l,nx,1,5,1,nz,1,1step) 
coval(lresA,w1,0.05*fricA,0.0) 
coval(lresA,v1,0.05*fricA,0.0) 
patch(frac,ce11,1,nx,6,25,10,10,1,1step) 
coval(frac,p1,fixflu,grnd3) 
coval(frac,surn,fixflu,grnd6) 
coval(frac,vfol,onlyms,1.0/1000.0) 
RG(10)=5.E-9 
patch(grav,phasem,l,nx,l,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(grav,w1,fixflu,-9.81) 
patch(refp,ce11,1,nx,l,ny,nz,nz,1,1step) 
coval(refp,p1,fixp,1.E-7) 
patch(tcon,ce11,1,nx,l,ny,l,nz,1,1step) 
coval(tcon,surn,grnd,grnd) 

GROUP 15. Termination of sweeps 
lsweep=3 aiter(surn)=1 

GROUP 16. Termination of iterations 
resref(p 1)=1 .e-8; resref(v1)=1.e-8 
resref(w1)=1.e-8 
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GROUP 17. Under-relaxation devices 
relax(v1,falsdt,0.01); relax(w 1 ,falsdt,0.01) 
relax(p2,1inrlx,0.1) 

GROUP 19. Data communicated by satellite to GROUND 
iprpsa=68;iprpsb=0;idispa=lstep/2;csgl=n;inifld=f;SURF=T 
vannin(surn)=0.0;varmax(surn)=1.0 
rlolim=0.4;ruplim=0.6 

GROUP 22. Spot-value print-out 
ntprin=lstep/2 
nxprin=5 
nyprin=5 
nzprin=5 
nprmorr=lsweep;iymon=35;izmon=16 
tstswp=-1 
CSG10='Q1' 

GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control 
output(pl,y,y,y,y,y,y); output(v1,y,y,y,y,y,y) 
output(wl,y,y,y,y,y,y); output(surn,y,n,y,n,n,n) 
output(denl,y,n,y,n,n,n) 
STOP 

MATFLG=T;NMAT=1 
68 1000.0, 1.00E-6, 2427.0, 0.286, 0.0 

The following lines are the active parts of the ground.f file  

C  FILE NAME GROUND.FIN 	 130995 
SUBROUTINE GROUND 
INCLUDE 1p21/d_includ/satear' 
INCLUDE 1p21/d_includ/grdloc' 
INCLUDE 1p21/d_includ/grdear' 
INCLUDE Ip21/d_includ/grdbfc' 
COMMON/GENI/NXNY,IGFIL1(30),IPRL,IBTAU,ILTLS,IGFIL(15),ITEM1, 
1 ITEM2,ISPH1,ISPH2,ICON1,ICON2,1PRPS,IRADX,IRADY,IRADZ,IVFOL 
COMMON/DRHODWITEMP,IDEN 

CX • 	 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX USER SECTION 
STARTS:  
C 
C  1 Set dimensions of data-for-GROUND arrays here. WARNING: the  
C 	corresponding arrays in the MAIN program of the satellite  
C 	and EARTH must have the same dimensions. 

PARAMETER (NLG=100, NIG=200, NRG=200, NCG=100)  

C 	comments by  bilim  start 	 
PARAMETER (DZDIM=75, IYDIM=75)  

C 	comments by  bilim  end 	 
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C 
COMMON/LGRND/LG(NLG)/IGRND/IG(NIG)/RGRND/RG(NRG)/CGRND/CG(NCG) 
LOGICAL  LG  
CHARACTER*4  CG 

C 	comments by billm start 	 
INTEGER GVISIT 
REAL GPFRAC,GRLX  

C 	comments by billm end 	 
C 
C  2 User dimensions own arrays here, for example:  
C 	DIMENSION GUH ( 1 0,1 0),GUC ( 10, 1 0),GUX( 10, 1 0),GUZ(1 0)  

C 	comments by billm start 	 
DIMENSION GVAL(IYDIIVI,IXDIM),GCOEFF(IYDIM,DCDIM) 
DIMENSION GP4(IYDIM,IXDIIVI),GP5(IYDIM,IXDIM),GPOS(IYDIM,DODIM) 
DIMENSION GV 1 (IYDIM,IXDIM),GW 1 (IYDIM,IXDIM),GVFOL(IYDIM,IXDIM) 
DIMENSION GC 1 (IYDLM,DCDIM),GV1 1(IYDEVI,IXDIM),GVFOL 1 1(IYDIM,IXDIM) 
DIMENSION GXAREA(IYDIM,IXDIM),GZAREA(IYDIM,DCDIM) 
DIMENSION GSUM2(IYDIM,IXDIM),GSUM1(IYDIM,IXDIM) 
DIMENSION GPDIFF(IYDIIVI,IXDIM),GSUFLO(IYDIM,IXDIM) 
DIMENSION GPVAL(TYDIM,IXDIM),GINFLO(IYDIM,IXDIM)  

C 	comments by billm end  

C 
C  3 User places his data statements here, for example:  
C 	DATA NXDIM,NYDEM/1 0, 10/  

C 	comments by billm start 	 
DATA NXDIM,NYDIM/75,75/ 
SAVE  

C 	comments by billm end 	 

C 	comments by billm start 	 
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='PRESS',STATUS=UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='SURF',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT= 12,FILE='FLOW1',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=13,FILE='FLOW2',STATUS='UNICNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=16,FTLE='REYNUM',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=76,FILE='FRACP',STATUS='UNKNOWN')  

C 	comments by billm end  

C 	comments by billm start 
GVISIT=1  

C 	comments by billm end 	 
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C 	 SECTION 15 	 value = GRND3  
C 	comments by  bilim  start 	 
C 	specify fracture pressure 	 

CALL GETYX(P1,GPVAL,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
GRLX=RG(10) 
GPFRAC=1992.0 
DO 4771 IY=1,NY 
DO 4772 IX=1,NX 
IF(ISTEP.LE.10) GRLX=0.0 
IF(ISTEP.LE.10) GINFLO(IY,IX)=0.001 
GPDIFF(IY,DC)=GPFRAC-(30.0*(FLOAT(IY)-6.0)/19.0)-GPVAL(IY,IX) 
GINFLO(IY,IX)=GINFLO(IY,DC)+GRLX*GPDIFF(IY,DC) 

4772 CONTINUE 
4771 CONTINUE 

IF (IZSTEP.EQ.10) THEN 
IF (ISWEEP.EQ.LSWEEP-1) THEN 
WRITE(76,*)GINFLO(10,1),GPD11-1,(10,1),ISTEP 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
CALL SETYX(VAL,GINFLO,NYDIM,NXDIM)  

C 	specify fracture pressure 	 
C 	comments by billm end 	 

RETURN 
1315 CONTINUE  

C 	 SECTION 16 	 value = GRND4  
c 	specify downstream pressure 	 

DO 7771 IY=1,NY 
DO 7772 DC=1,NX 
GVAL(IY,D)=((0.000-0.005)-FLOAT(IZSTEP-1)*0.01)*1000.0*9.81 
IF(GVAL(IY,DC).LT.0.0) GVAL(IY,DC)=0.0 

7772 CONTINUE 
7771 CONTINUE 

CALL SETYX(VAL,GVAL,NYDIM,NXDIM)  
c 	specify downstream pressure 	 
c 	pressure distribution 	 

IF (GVISIT.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (ISWEEP.EQ.LSWEEP-1) THEN 
IF (IZSTEP.EQ.4) THEN 

CALL GETYX(P1,GP4,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(HIGH(P1),GP5,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
DO 7773 I =1,NY 
GPOS(I,1)=I*(51.00/NY) 
WRITE(10,*)GPOS(I,1)-((51.00/NY)/2), 

& (((GP4(I,1)+GP5(I,1))/2)/(9.81*1000.0)*100)+4.0 
7773 CONTINUE 

GVISIT=2 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF  
c 	pressure distribution 	 
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RETURN 
1316 CONTINUE  

C 	 SECTION 17 	 value = GRND5 
RETURN 

1317 CONTINUE  
C 	 SECTION 18 	 value = GRND6  
C 	comments by  bilim  start 	 
C 	specify fracture pressure sum 	 

DO 7779 IY=1,NY 
DO 7780 IX=1,NX 
GSUFLO(IY,IX)=GINFLO(IY,IX)/1000.0 

7780 CONTINUE 
7779 CONTINUE 

CALL SETYX(VAL,GSUFLO,NYDIM,NXDIM)  
C 	specify fracture pressure sum 	 
C 	comments by  bilim  end 	 

RETURN 
1318 CONTINUE  

C 	 SECTION 19 	 value = GRND7  
C 	comments by  bilim  start 	 
c 	Reynolds number and water surface profile 	 

IF (ISTEP.EQ.LSTEP-1) THEN 
IF (ISWEEP.EQ.LSWEEP-1) THEN 
IF (IZSTEP.LE.NZ-1) THEN 

CALL GETYX(V1,GV1,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(W1,GW1,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(48,GVFOL,NYDIM,NXDIM) 

GV1(NY,1)=GV1(NY-1,1) 
DO 7776 I=1,NY 
GC1(I,1)=(((GV1(I,1)**2.0)+(GW1(I,1)**2.0))**0.5)*0.132 / 

& 1.00E-06 
WRITE(16,*)GV1(1,1),GW1(I,1),GC1(1,1),I,IZSTEP 
WRITE(11,*)GVFOL(I,1),IZSTEP,ISTEP,I 

7776 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CALL SETYX(VAL,GC1,NYDIM,NXDIM)  

c 	Reynolds number and water surface profile 	 
c 	flow through a vertical line 	 

IF (MOD(ISTEP,500).EQ.0) THEN 
IF (ISWEEP.EQ.LSWEEP-1) THEN 

CALL GETYX(V1,GV11,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(48,GVFOL11,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(AHIGH,GXAREA,NYDIM,NXDIM) 
CALL GETYX(AEAST,GZAREA,NYDIM,NXINIVI) 

DO 7777 I=NY-5,NY-5 
GSUM1(I,1)=GV11(I,1)*GXAREA(I,1)*GVFOL11(I,1) 
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WRITE(12,100)GSUM1(I,1),GXAREA(I,1)*100.0, 
& IZSTEP,I 

7777 CONTINUE 
DO 7778 I=NY-2,NY-2 
GSUM2(I,1)=GV11(1,1)*GXAREA(I,1)*GVFOL11(I,1) 
WRITE(13,100)GSUM2(1,1),GXAREA(I,1)*100.0, 

& IZSTEP,I 
7778 CONTINUE 

END1F 
ENDIF 

100 FORMAT(F16.14,F16.8,F16.8,15,15)  
c 	flow through a vertical line 	 
C 	comments by  bilim  end 	 
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